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Abstract 300 Words
A dynamic phantom assembly was developed to study SPECT Myocardial Perfusion Imaging. Artifacts were assessed and their impact on cardiac defect detection was investigated. The impact of motion correction on SPECT images and on defect detection was also
determined.
The dynamic phantom consists of a beating cardiac phantom and a breathing phantom which are inserted within an anthropomorphic
thorax phantom. It simulates normal and deep breathing conditions, an ECG beating and moving left ventricle during respiration, and
respiratory phases for the lungs and the left ventricle. The beating LV follows the inferior portion of the inflatable lungs in the craniocaudal direction at the level of the diaphragm. Diastole and systole follows the Wigger diagram and respiration follows a sinusoidal exponential pattern. A Programmable Logic Controller precisely controls the motions. A number of motion limitations of other physical
phantoms have been overcome. Variable cardiac defects can be inserted within the myocardial wall of the left ventricle. The physicians
can report on defect presence or absence without prior knowledge of the phantom parameters.
SPECT/CT images were acquired for phantoms with and without small and large cardiac defects during normal and deep breathing,
and also at four respiratory phases from end-expiration to end-inspiration. Acquisitions were reconstructed with and without AC, and
with misalignment of transmission and emission scans. Motion correction was applied using an image based method with transformation
parameters derived from the SPECT data by a non-rigid registration algorithm. A quantitative analysis was performed to assess artifacts
and the impact of motion correction on MPI. An evaluation of the physicians’ reports on defect defection was also performed.
The dynamic phantom assembly, developed at the “Bioinstrumentation and Biomedical Imaging” laboratory of the Frederick Research
Center, as well as the results from the quantitative analysis and the evaluation of the physicians’ reports are presented.
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The submissions should contain original, high quality, not submitted or published elsewhere work. Papers should be submitted electronically (through Medicon 2016 web site) in
PDF format and should conform to IFMBE Proceedings template (single-spaced, double-column, 10-point font size, 4 to 6 pages).

Paper Presentation

Each accepted paper should be presented by one of the authors and accompanied by at least one full registration fee payment, to guarantee publication in the proceedings. One full
registration fee can cover up to 2 papers only. All accepted papers will be included in the IFMBE proceedings of Medicon 2016 that will be published by Springer.
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Dec 22, 2015
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